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Abstract

Background and Objectives
Neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1)-associated cognitive impairments carry significant lifelong morbidity. The lack of targeted biologic treatments remains a significant unmet need. We examine changes in cognition in patients with NF1 in the first 48 weeks of mitogen-activated protein kinase inhibitor (MEKi) treatment.

Methods
Fifty-nine patients with NF1 aged 5–27 years on an MEKi clinical trial treating plexiform neurofibroma underwent pretreatment and follow-up cognitive assessments over 48 weeks of treatment. Performance tasks (Cogstate) and observer-reported functioning (BRIEF) were the primary outcomes. Group-level (paired t tests) and individual-level analyses (Reliable Change Index, RCI) were used.

Results
Analysis showed statistically significant improvements on BRIEF compared with baseline (24-week Behavioral Regulation Index: \( t_{(58)} = 3.03, p = 0.004, d = 0.24 \); 48-week Metacognition Index: \( t_{(39)} = 2.70, p = 0.01, d = 0.27 \)). RCI indicated that more patients had clinically significant improvement at 48 weeks than expected by chance (\( \chi^2 = 11.95, p = 0.001, \text{odds ratio} \ [\text{OR}] = 6.3 \)). Group-level analyses indicated stable performance on Cogstate (\( p > 0.05 \)). RCI statistics showed high proportions of improved working memory (24-week \( \chi^2 = 8.36, p = 0.004, \text{OR} = 4.6 \), and 48-week \( \chi^2 = 9.34, p = 0.004, \text{OR} = 5.3 \)) but not visual learning/memory. Patients with baseline impairments on BRIEF were more likely to show significant improvement than nonimpaired patients (24 weeks 46% vs 8%; \( \chi^2 = 9.54, p = 0.008, \text{OR} = 9.22 \); 48 weeks 63% vs 16%; \( \chi^2 = 7.50, p = 0.02, \text{OR} = 9.0 \)).

Discussion
Our data show no evidence of neurotoxicity in 48 weeks of treatment with an MEKi and a potential clinical signal supporting future research of MEKi as a cognitive intervention.
Cognitive deficits are prevalent in neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1). Upward of 80% of individuals with NF1 experience neurocognitive dysfunction, resulting in significant lifetime morbidities.\(^1\) The NF1 cognitive phenotype includes downward-shifted intellect, high prevalence of attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder, executive dysfunction, and visuospatial deficits, mimicking learning defects in the NF1 knockout mouse.\(^4\)\(^7\)

Suggested mechanisms underlying cognitive deficits in NF1 include the lack of neurofibromin resulting in overactivity of Ras and hyperactivation of Ras/ERK pathway downstream signaling cascades, which are vital in long-term potentiation and cortical plasticity.\(^8\)\(^12\) Trials manipulating the Ras/ERK pathway have ameliorated cognitive impairments in NF1 mouse models.\(^13\)\(^14\) Human trials targeting this pathway appear promising.\(^1\)\(^5\) The deregulation of the Ras/ERK cascade enhances GABA release, negatively affecting LTP through heightened inhibition in murine models.\(^16\)\(^17\) Increased GABA release inhibits prefrontal cortical circuits necessary for working memory and has been demonstrated in murine and human models.\(^14\)\(^18\)\(^19\)

The most severe neurocognitive dysfunction in individuals with Ras/MAPK pathway disorders appears to be associated with mutations affecting downstream transducers of RAS such as MEK1 and BRAF.\(^16\)\(^20\) Recent successful clinical trials of MEK and BRAF inhibitors in attenuating plexiform neurofibromas (PNs) and low-grade gliomas have generated interest in the effect mitogen-activated protein kinase inhibitor (MEKi) may have on cognition in NF1.\(^21\)\(^25\) Two preclinical trials suggest an impact on cognitive functions with inhibition of MEK in NF1 mouse models.\(^26\)\(^27\) This study primarily aims to examine changes in memory and executive functions in patients with NF1 on MEKi treatment for PN over the first year of therapy.

### Study Measures

Specific outcome measures were selected to (1) assess cognitive functions relevant to the primary study aims, which are known deficits in NF1, (2) increase feasibility by minimizing time and resource burden for institutions and participants, and (3) allow for repeated measures in shorter intervals than what is possible with traditional neuropsychological tests. We were able to study a large, diverse sample using a focused computerized assessment battery (Cogstate) targeting neurocognitive processes most sensitive to change and predicted to be affected by MEKi (i.e., learning/memory, working memory, attention, and processing speed). We also used a complimentary rating scale (BRIEF) to evaluate real-world effect mitogen-activated protein kinase inhibitor (MEKi) may have on cognition in NF1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Glossary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ANOVA = analysis of variance; BRI = Behavioral Regulation Index; BRIEF = Behavior Rating Inventory of Executive Function; CI = confidence interval; MCI = Metacognition Index; MEKi = mitogen-activated protein kinase inhibitor; NF1 = neurofibromatosis type 1; OCL = one-card learning task; ONB = one-back task; OR = odds ratio; PN = plexiform neurofibroma; RCI = Reliable Change Index.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
executive functioning. The entire assessment was completed in ≤30 minutes. See supplement for full test descriptions (links.lww.com/NXG/A445).

Statistical Design

Changes in performance and ratings over time were evaluated by group-level analysis and individually based reliable change analyses. With both, we quantified whether outcomes changed over time in the sample as a whole. We also investigated whether changes in performance differed by age (dichotomized at a median of 12 years) and baseline performance (dichotomized as nonimpaired or impaired, using 1.5 SD below average). The age cutoff used the median split of our sample and was considered an appropriate division considering developmental changes around this age that are relevant to the study outcomes.

First, we analyzed group-level changes with repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA). We analyzed 2 follow-up time points separately to maximize the available sample at each time point. We calculated effect sizes between mean scores at each pair of visits to estimate the mean amount of change that occurred between time points.

Second, we analyzed change in outcomes over time on an individual participant level, using a Reliable Change Index (RCI) methodology, which generates a confidence interval (CI) that identifies the expected range of change scores in the normative population, using a test’s SD and test-retest reliability (see eMethods, links.lww.com/NXG/A445). Once the CI cutoff is established, the cutoff and an individual’s change score ($T_2 - T_1$) can be compared to determine whether a clinically significant change has occurred. Thus, RCI analysis allows investigation of whether a clinically significant, rather than a simply statistically significant, change has occurred, and in which individuals. Cogstate provides the within-subject SD to calculate RCI, and we calculated metrics for the BRIEF using normative data in the modified practice-adjusted RCI formula outlined in Chelune.29

For each outcome, 2-tailed 90% CIs were constructed. In a normative sample, a 90% CI identifies 5% as decreased, 90% as stable, and 5% as improved. We chose 2-tailed because at this stage of research with MEKi, it is equally important to identify either detrimental (possibly neurotoxic) or positive effects on functioning. Individual change scores were calculated between the pretreatment and the 24-week and 48-week evaluations and classified as “declined,” “stable,” or “improved” on each outcome for each follow-up time point using RCI methodology.

We then used 2 (group: normative/expected, NF) × 3 (change status: declined, stable, and improved) $\chi^2$ to compare the frequencies of classification between the normative/expected (5/90/5%) and NF groups.30 This statistical approach answers the following question: Does memory or executive functioning decrease or improve in a greater proportion of individuals who are taking an MEKi, compared with the proportion expected in the general population who are tested twice? We hypothesized that a greater proportion of individuals receiving an MEKi would change in performance compared with normative expectations.

Third, to assess the influence of age and baseline performance level on RCI-based classification, we used a set of 2 (age: ≤12 years, >12 years; baseline performance level: nonimpaired, impaired) × 3 (change status) $\chi^2$ tests. This allowed us to test whether older or younger children were more likely to change and whether those with impaired scores at baseline were more likely to change than those with nonimpaired baseline performance.

Data Availability

Data not provided in the article will be shared at the request of other investigators for the purpose of replication.

Results

Seventy-four patients aged 5–27 years enrolled on the study. One patient was ineligible for the treatment study, 1 declined participation, 1 did not complete the measures at pretreatment, 5 discontinued treatment before the 24-week time point, and 7 discontinued treatment by the 48-week time point. Twelve patients were outside the 48-week test window as this assessment was amended to the protocol. The remaining 59 patients completed all scheduled assessments, 40 with 48-week data. The median age of participants was 12 years (5–27), 64% were male, and 68% were Caucasian. All participants were English speaking despite Spanish-speaking individuals being eligible for the study. The majority of participants on this study were treated with selumetinib, with the remainder treated with mirdametinib or trametinib (Table 1).

Patient/Observer–Reported Outcomes (BRIEF)

Descriptive statistics of the 52 BRIEF parent and 7 adult self-reports are provided in Table 2. ANOVAs indicated small but significant improvements in BRIEF scores from pretreatment to 24-week follow-up (Metacognition Index [MCI]: $F_{1,58} = 5.79, p = 0.02, d = 0.18$; Behavioral Regulation Index [BRI]: $F_{1,59} = 9.19, p = 0.004, d = 0.24$) and 48-week follow-up (MCI: $F_{1,39} = 7.29, p = 0.01, d = 0.27$; BRI: $F_{1,39} = 5.63, p = 0.02, d = 0.26$). RCI analyses indicated that the distribution found in those treated with an MEKi was not significantly different at the 24-week assessment (MCI: 5/80/15% for declined/stable/improved, respectively; $\chi^2 = 4.89, p = 0.09$, odds ratio [OR] = 3.4; BRI: 2/85/13%; $\chi^2 = 4.42, p = 0.11$, OR = 2.9) than the expected distributions of RCI classifications in the normative population (5/90/5%). The proportions for MCI but not BRI were significantly different at 48 weeks (MCI: 57/70/25%; $\chi^2 = 12.02, p = 0.002$, OR = 6.3; Figure 1), such that the proportion classified as improved was larger than expected (BRI: 3/83/15%; $\chi^2 = 4.24, p = 0.12$, OR = 3.4; Figure 2).

When examining RCI-based changes in executive function ratings over time in the subsample that completed all assessments
(n = 40), overall decreases in executive function ratings were seen in only 5% of the sample on the MCI and 2.5% on the BRI by 48 weeks. The majority of the sample showed no net changes: 70% on MCI and 88% on BRI (either decreased/improved at 24 weeks but then returned to baseline, or never changed). Of the 25% who showed 48-week improvement on MCI, half had improved by 24 weeks and then were stable, and the other half were stable at 24 weeks but improved at 48 weeks. Of the 15% who showed overall improvement on BRI, 5/6 improved at 24 weeks and were then stable, whereas 1 participant was stable at 24 weeks and then improved at the final follow-up. Many of the participants who were stable at 24 weeks had enrolled in the study before the addition of the 48-week assessment (MCI n = 17; BRI n = 15), as were some who had improved at 24 weeks (MCI n = 2; BRI n = 5), limiting the ability to assess long-term improvement in these individuals.

**Primary Performance Outcomes (Cogstate)**

Analysis of changes in Cogstate working memory (one-back task [ONB] speed) and visual learning/memory (one-card learning task [OCL]) did not reveal a significant change in performance from pretreatment to 24- or 48-week follow-up (ONB speed: $F_{(1,56)} = 0.50, p = 0.48, d = 0.08; F_{(1,38)} = 0.34, p = 0.57, d = -0.06$, respectively; OCL: $F_{(1,55)} = -0.46, p = 0.653, d = 0.07; F_{(1,38)} = 0.00, p = 0.96, d = 0.01$, respectively). However, the distributions of RCI classifications for ONB speed were significantly different from those of the normative population (5/90/5%) at the 24-week assessment (14/66/20%; $\chi^2 = 13.74$, $p = 0.001$, OR = 4.6) and the 48-week assessment (12/66/22%; $\chi^2 = 12.58$, $p = 0.002$, OR = 5.3). The distributions of RCI classifications for OCL were not significantly different at either the 24-week assessment (6/87/7%; $\chi^2 = 0.36, p = 0.84$, OR = 1.5) or the 48-week assessment (0/98/2%; $\chi^2 = 2.68, p = 0.26$, OR = 0.5; Figures 3 and 4).

When examining RCI-based changes in performance over time in the subsample that completed all assessments, overall decreases were rare (12% of the sample on ONB and 0% on OCL). The majority of the sample showed no net changes: 66% on ONB and 97% on OCL. Of the 9 participants who showed improvement on ONB by 48 weeks, 1/3 (n = 3) had improved by 24 weeks and then were stable; the remaining 2/3 (n = 6) did not improve until 48 weeks. As with the executive functioning ratings, many of those who had stable or improved performance at 24 weeks did not have 48-week data (n = 8 who were stable, 5 who had improved on ONB; n = 13 stable and 1 improved on OCL), limiting the possibility of assessing long-term gains in these participants.

**Predictors of RCI Classifications**

**Age**

To determine whether the age of the participant related to the outcome, we compared children ≤12 years (younger cohort, n = 34) with those ≥13 (n = 25). There were no differences in the proportion of participants whose scores decreased, did not

---

**Table 1** Patient and Treatment Characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age, y</th>
<th>Mean (SD)</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Sex (males), n (%)</th>
<th>Race/ethnicity, n (%)</th>
<th>Drug, n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12.66 (5.74)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5–27</td>
<td>38 (64)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Caucasian</td>
<td>40 (68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>African American</td>
<td>6 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>3 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Multiple</td>
<td>5 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>3 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>2 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Selumetinib (NCT02407405)</td>
<td>54 (92)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mirdametinib (NCT03962543 and NCT02096471)</td>
<td>4 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Trametinib (NCT02124772)</td>
<td>1 (1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2** Mean Cognitive Scores From Pretreatment to 48-Week Follow-up

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pretreatment</th>
<th>24-wk</th>
<th>48-wk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>Median (min-max)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRIEF MCI (t score)</td>
<td>54.93 (10.95)</td>
<td>55.0 (36 to 84)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRIEF BRI (t score)</td>
<td>51.59 (10.31)</td>
<td>51.0 (35 to 79)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cogstate ONB speed (z-score)</td>
<td>−0.24 (1.42)</td>
<td>−0.1 (~3.7 to 2.82)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cogstate OCL accuracy (z-score)</td>
<td>−0.22 (1.37)</td>
<td>−0.4 (~2.67 to 3.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: BRIEF BRI = Behavior Rating Inventory of Executive Functioning, Behavioral Regulation Index; BRIEF MCI = Behavior Rating Inventory of Executive Functioning, Metacognition Index; OCL = one-card learning task; ONB = one-back task.

*Impaired scores were defined as ≥1.5 SDs below the mean.
change, or improved on BRIEF or Cogstate ONB at either 24- or 48-week follow-ups (all $p > 0.05$). On Cogstate OCL, younger children were more likely to improve at 24 weeks ($\chi^2 = 7.05, p = 0.03$), but there were no longer any differences by age at 48 weeks ($\chi^2 = 0.71, p = 0.40$).

**Baseline Level of Functioning**

The contribution of pretreatment functioning to outcomes was examined. In the normative BRIEF sample, there were no associations of time 1 rating level and change in the score at time 2 ($p > 0.05$). Within the treatment sample, we found that...
participants with baseline MCI ratings in the impaired range (≤1.5 SDs below the mean, which was seen in n = 11; 19%) were more likely to show significant improvement over the course of treatment. At 24 weeks, 50% of the impaired pretreatment group showed significant improvement, compared with only 9% of the nonimpaired group (χ² = 10.36, p = 0.006, OR = 10.25). Similarly, at the 48-week follow-up, participants with impaired scores at pretreatment were significantly more likely to show meaningful improvement on MCI (71%) than those whose initial scores were not impaired (16%; χ² = 9.45, p = 0.009, OR = 13.5).

Figure 3 RCI-Based Change in Observer-Rated Executive Function Outcomes on the BRIEF MCI Associated With Baseline Performance Levels

![Graph showing proportion of sample (%) for Improved, No change, and Declined categories for Normative, MEK group: Pretreatment to 24 weeks, and MEK group: Pretreatment to 48 weeks groups.]

BRIEF MCI = Behavior Rating Inventory of Executive Functioning, Metacognition Index; CI = confidence interval; MEK = received mitogen-activated protein kinase inhibitor; RCI = Reliable Change Index. *Significantly different from the corresponding nonimpaired group and normative (expected) proportions using 2-tailed 90% CI.

Figure 4 Performance-Based Working Memory Outcomes (ONB Speed) Associated With Baseline Performance Levels

![Graph showing proportion of sample (%) for Improved, No change, and Declined categories for Normative, MEK group: Pretreatment to 24 weeks, and MEK group: Pretreatment to 48 weeks groups.]

CI = confidence interval; MEK = received mitogen-activated protein kinase inhibitor; ONB = one-back task; RCI = Reliable Change Index. *Significantly different from the corresponding nonimpaired group and normative (expected) proportions using 2-tailed 90% CI.
A similar pattern was seen between those impaired vs not impaired at pretreatment on BRI; however, the comparisons were not statistically significant. A 24 weeks, 33% of those with impaired pretreatment scores improved compared with 9% of those with nonimpaired pretreatment ratings ($\chi^2 = 3.01, p = 0.22, \text{OR} = 4.8$). At 48 weeks, 25% of those with impaired pretreatment scores improved compared with 14% of those with nonimpaired pretreatment ratings ($\chi^2 = 0.44, p = 0.80, \text{OR} = 2.1$).

Using the same cutoff criteria of 1.5 SD below the mean, statistical significance was reached on one of the Cogstate tasks from pretreatment to follow-up. At 24 weeks, significant improvement on ONB speed was demonstrated in 56% of those with impaired performance at pretreatment and only 13% of those with nonimpaired pretreatment performance ($\chi^2 = 9.33, p = 0.009, \text{OR} = 8.5$). At 48 weeks, differences were not significant, although the pattern was similar: 50% of those performing in the impaired range at pretreatment improved, whereas only 17% of the participants with nonimpaired pretreatment performance showed improvement ($\chi^2 = 3.64, p = 0.16, \text{OR} = 4.8$).

Neither analysis on Cogstate OCL (accuracy) was statistically significant. At both 24 and 48 weeks, the only participants who improved were those with nonimpaired pretreatment performance, so $\chi^2$ could not be computed because of multiple empty cells.

**Discussion**

The recent MEKi trials have provided a key opportunity to enhance our understanding of possible mechanisms of action in NF1-associated cognitive impairment as well as to accelerate our progress toward finding effective therapeutics with the potential for improving these neurocognitive deficits in patients. Our innovative methodology of developing an ancillary cognitive study that could be conducted across multiple ongoing MEKi clinical trials allowed us to assess a key question in NF1 research and maximize enrollment without having to design and recruit to a separate clinical trial. The methodology that we applied showed excellent feasibility in a multicenter trial, supporting the use of these or similar methods in future cognitive trials in NF. Given the mixed results of the NF1 murine model research regarding MEK inhibition and cognition/development, the most important finding of this study is the lack of evidence of neurotoxicity within the first 48 weeks of therapy in individuals with NF1 aged 5 years and older.$^{26,27}$ Performance scores of visual learning remained stable for the majority of participants. Similarly, performance on a working memory task and symptom ratings of both metacognitive and behavioral regulation aspects of executive function showed stability or improvement over the course of their treatment trial. We could not evaluate for potential neurotoxicity in children under the age of 5 years, and this will be an important next step in this research given the greater susceptibility associated with rapid brain development and plasticity in this early period.$^{31}$

Group-level analyses of change indicated small but significant improvement in parent/patient-reported executive functioning but not cognitive performance. Using an RCI framework, however, our statistical approaches allowed for an in-depth and clinically meaningful assessment of individual outcomes.

Based on parent/patient-reported symptom ratings of everyday executive functions, results suggest clinical improvement of metacognitive and behavioral regulation functions observable by 48 weeks or sooner in a larger proportion of participants receiving treatment. The age of the participant did not appear to affect these outcomes; however, pretreatment rating of executive dysfunction did relate to greater improvements in metacognitive and behavioral regulation functions than in participants rated as unimpaired before treatment. This finding was most prominent for metacognitive functions with significant improvements reported by the 24-week follow-up with additional improvements rated at the 48-week assessment.

On performance-based measures, a significant proportion of the treatment sample showed clinical improvement on a working memory task over the first 24 to 48 weeks on therapy, and again, there was no relationship with age, but those with greater pretreatment impairment had greater improvements at 24 weeks than in participants with nonimpaired performance before treatment. In contrast, there were no notable improvements in visual learning/memory.

Results of parent/patient-reported outcome measures were more robust than findings on performance-based measures. It is common for these assessment approaches to produce unique information about patient functions that are complementary.$^{32,33}$ Some inherent bias might exist in parent and patient reports of functioning with some expectation of improvement given the excellent tumor response observed in these trials.$^{21}$ However, tumor response was commonly documented at least several months before the improvement in cognitive performance and ratings. Furthermore, the cognitive study was presented with nondirectional hypotheses, which should minimize the issue of such bias. In addition, each respondent completed new questionnaires at each assessment blind to their previous ratings, which would also minimize the influence of prior rating and allow for relatively independent rating of functioning at each assessment time point.

It is also possible that the parent/patient report captured a broader improvement in functioning related to decreased pain and increased mobility or other functions directly related to changes in the PN. The patients on trial NCT02407405 were enrolled based on the severity of their PN and associated pain, disfigurement, and functional limitations. In addition to tumor response, the patients in that study showed clinically meaningful improvement in pain intensity, pain interference,
and overall quality of life. Therefore, these improvements may have resulted in more engagement in school, social, and other settings that were essentially captured by the BRIEF. However, as many of the cases in the NCT02407405 trial showed improvement in pain and quality of life earlier in the course of treatment (within the first 12 weeks), we may be discovering unique cognitive improvements as well. Although parent/patient report of improvement was often first seen at 24 weeks, many of the performance-based cognitive improvements (when present) were not evident until 48 weeks. This suggests a true association between treatment with an MEKi and improved cognitive functions that do not emerge until closer to a year on therapy.

The focused computerized Cogstate battery was chosen in this study because of the relevance of the outcome measures to the primary aims of the study and to address long-standing issues with feasibility for NF cognitive trials including time and the ability to repeat the test battery in shorter time intervals than traditional cognitive tests. Although a broader cognitive test battery could have captured unique data and potentially additional significant findings, we remained focused on data to answer our specific primary and secondary aims rather than an exploratory approach to the study. In addition, traditional neuropsychological tests are not repeatable within a 12-month period, which would have excluded our ability to examine any changes before 1 year on treatment. Based on prior experience in NF clinical trials, the latter approach would have significantly diminished feasibility and resulted in incomplete data and less power to analyze our hypotheses, and we would have missed information about changes that appear to be evident starting at 6 months on therapy.

This study was an ancillary to several single-arm, open-label clinical trials, which limits our ability to compare and contrast these findings to a comparison group (treated or untreated), which is an obvious limitation to this research. The use of RCI partially accounts for this, as it uses data from normative test-retest samples as comparison. Future plans include analyzing the relationship between cognitive, pain, and mobility outcomes to determine whether these factors are related to reported improvement in executive function or whether symptom reports of everyday executive functions are more sensitive measures of cognitive change in the context of treatment with an MEKi. Our data cannot speak to the impact that treatment beyond 1 year may have on cognition or the durability of these findings. However, a randomized trial of selumetinib vs carboplatin/vincristine in patients with NF1 and low-grade glioma has recently been initiated (NCT03871257), which will address the limitations related to the lack of a comparison group, durability, and a general enhancement of our interpretation of these initial findings.

In conclusion, cognitive impairments and learning disabilities in NF1 are a significant lifelong morbidity, and the lack of effective treatments continues to pose a significant unmet need. This study provides a first investigation into potential mechanisms of action related to cognitive dysfunction in NF1 involving the Ras/MAPK pathway and provides important initial findings regarding the effects of MEKi’s on cognitive function. First, the results of this study do not indicate any significant cognitive deterioration in functioning over the first 48 weeks of treatment with an MEKi that might suggest drug neurotoxicity. Our data show evidence of real-world functional and clinical improvement in executive functioning and improvement on a working memory task that emerges by around 24 weeks on an MEKi and with continued improvement up to 48 weeks of treatment, particularly for patients with baseline cognitive dysfunction, as would be expected. There is enough preliminary support of possible benefit of MEKi’s on cognitive functioning in NF1 that future research in this area should be a focus for the NF1 community.
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